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ABSTRACT 
The method of Young diagrams for the s}qnmetric groups is reformulated with 
special emphasis on the interrelationships alnong all the different primitive idempo- 
tents generated by the Young tableaux. A fundamental connection is found between 
the idempotent of an irreducible representation and all the primitive idempotents 
generated by the different Young tableaux associated with the irreducible representa- 
tion. This result and its associated theorems are used to solve the problem of obtaining 
the irreducible characters from the Frobenius compound character formula. The 
fina! procedure is surprisingly simple. 
I. |NTRODUCTION 
Several of  the results given in Section 1I are not new and come directly 
f rom Young 's  original method. However ,  they are considerably made 
use of  in the subsequent sections and are therefore included without  
proof. Whenever  a result was thought  to be new by the author,  its p roo f  
was included. The important  theorems the theory is able to produce are 
Theorems 3.1 and 5.1. 
2. THE SYMMETRIC GROUPS AND YOUNG TABLEAUX 
In any finite group conjugate elements have the same cycle structure, t 
* Presently a Graduate Fellow of The Rockefeller University. 
1 For arbitrary finite groups consider the action of all element of the group on the 
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In the symmetric groups elements with the same cycle structure are con- 
jugate. Therefore, in the symmetric groups the classes of elements with 
the same cycle structure and the conjugate classes are the same. Using 
Greek letters to denote cycle structures, the cycle structure a can be 
given explicitly by 
where ll :> l~ . . .  > lp and the li are the cycle lengths while the mi are 
their multiplicities, or by 
a = (21, ; t2,2a, . . . ,2q) ,  
where 21 >_ 22 ~ 23 ~ . . .  ~ ~.q and there are mi 2~ of length I i for 
each value of i. The conjugate classes are to be indexed by the Greek 
letter, which corresponds to the cycle structure that determines the 
conjugate class. Thus, every element in conjugate class C, has cycle 
structure a. 
A frame is a two-dimensional rectangular array of boxes used to re- 
present a given cycle structure. 2 The frame representing the cycle struc- 
ture a has ;t 1 boxes in its first row, 22 boxes in its second row, and gen- 
erally 2j boxes in its j-th row where a : (21 , 22 .... ,2 j ,  ..., 2q). As an 
example, consider the symmetric group of order 18, Sis 9 The frame re- 
presenting the cycle structure a :- (4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1) ~ (41, 32, 23, 1 z) is: 
group as a permutation of the elements of the group. The cycle structure of the per- 
mutation determined is the cycle structure referred to above. 
The use of frames and tableaux for the symmetric groups was initiated by Alfred 
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Given a cycle structure, a, and its frame, the columns of the frame deter- 
mine another cycle structure,/3, which is called the dual of a and is de- 
noted by ~. If 
ittll 
then 
where p ~ q and 
and 
p+l - i  
i~-- Z m~ 
j=l 
with lp+ 1 ---O. In the example from Sis given above it follows that 
= (81, 61, 31, 11). This can be verified with the above identities or 
directly from the frame for a. 
If a frame has a total of m boxes, a tableaux is constructible from the 
frame by placing the first in natural numbers in the boxes, one integer 
per box. Since this can be done in m! ways, there are m! tableaux con- 
structible from each frame. The canonical tableaux is the one constructed 
by placing the numbers in increasing order as one goes from left to right 
along the first row and then from left to right along the second row and 
so on. For the example of  a = (41, Y-', 2 3, 12) in Sis the canonical tab- 
leaux is 
1 
5 
8 
11 
13 
15 
2 
6 
9 
12 
14 
16 
3 
7 
10 
Young in his brilliant work on the theory of invariants during the early part of this 
century. 
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For SN the canonical tableaux constructed from the flame associated 
with the cycle structure a is denoted by T ~. For g ~ SN the operation of g 
on T ~ is defined by 
gT ~ ~_ Tg o, 
where To~ is the tableaux obtained from T ~ by performing the permuta- 
tion on the entries of T ~ which is dictated by g. In the case of the example 
of a = (41, 3 2, 2 3, 12) in $18, T ~ has already been given. Let 
gc  $18 be g = (1, 9, 5, 17) (14, 13, 6) (15, 16, 8, 11, 18) (2, 10) 
(4, 12, 3, 7). 
Then it follows that gT a -- Tg '~ is given by 
I 
10 12 I ..... 
I 13 3 1 2 
11 
17 
9 
16 
8 4 
14 6 
18 15 
5 
It is trivial that 
T~=eT~=TeL  
where e is the identity element of SN. In general the tableaux satisfy 
T~ ,~ = gh-lTh '~. 
Since the order of SN is N! and there are N! tableaux which can be con- 
structed for each frame associated with a cycle structure of SN, and for g, 
h 6 Ss with g @ h, it follows that To a =/= Tha; then the set of all possible 
distinct tableaux constructible from a given frame is {gT~]g E SIg }. 
The set {gT '~ [ g ~ S~} is also identically {Tg ~ 1 g ~ SN}- 
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In the following, restrict attention to S x of arbitrary but fixed order N! 
and to an arbitrary but fixed cycle structure c~ in S x . Associated with a is a 
frame. Constructible from this frame is the set of tableaux, {To~ Ig c S:,-~. 
The row content, Rg i, of the i-th row of T f  is defined to be the set of 
integers in the i-th row, independent of their order in the row. The con- 
tent of the rows of Toe, Cr(Tf), is defined to be the ordered set of row 
contents of T f .  That is 
Cr(To a) --- {Rg 1, Rg 2 . . . . .  R~P}, 
wherein the order is respected. Similarly, the content of the columns of 
T f ,  C~(Tf), is defined to be the ordered set of column contents, C~ '~, of 
To". That is 
C~(Tg) = {Co', cs  ..... co}  
Define H0a by 
Hf  : {s c S.,.I C(sTo~) C,.(T~ o) - C,(Tf)} 
and V f  by 
~o .. . .  {s e ss  I C~(sTg) ~, C~(T&,) = Cr  
Hg ~ is called the horizontal group of T0" and V0~ is called the vertical 
group of T~ =. Define S f  by 
and A f  by 
Sg ~ ~a s 
S~H% 
Ag a = Y~ e~s, 
86 Vag 
where e~ = + 1 for even s and e~ - 1 for odd s. S0a is called the 
Young symmetrizer of T0~ and A f  is called the Young anti-symmetrizer 
of To". Define E~ ~ by 
Eo~ = S f  A f  . 
THEOREM 2.1. 3 Given To", Ho", Vow, So s, Ao ~, Eo" and Th% Hh% V~fl, 
Sh e, Ah e, Eh% then 
Toe = gh-lTh ~ 
3 Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 are offered without proof since they merely summarize 
some of Young's work. 
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Ha~ = (gh-1)Hh,~(gh-a) -1 
Va ~ = (gh-a)Vha(gh-1) -~ 
Sa ~ ~ (gh ~)Sh'~(gh-~) -  
Aa ~' ~_ (gh-1)Ah~(gh-a) -1 
Eo ~ .~ (gh-a)Eh~(gh-a) -1
THEOREM 2.2. 3 Ea" is essentially idempotent; that is (Eaa)2 2a~Eg ~ 
where 2a ~ is some real number. 
COROLLARY. (1/2a~) Ea~ is a primitive idempotent of  the ring R(S~r 
THEOREM 2.3? In the ring R(Sx), the N! minimal ideals generated by 
the N! primitive idempotents, (1/2a~) Ea~ for g ~ SN, span a simple two- 
sided ideal. 
LEMMA 2.1. The 2g ~ determined by (Eaa)2 -~ 2a~Eg ~ are independent of  the 
subscript g. 
PROOF: Let g, h c S~ with g 3~ h. By Theorem 2.1 
Eg '~ = (gh-1)Eh'~(gh-1) - .
Therefore, 
2~aEaa = (Ea~) 2 
_=- [(gh-1)Eh~(gh-1)-l]2 
= (gh-1)(Eh~)2(gh-1)  
2h~(gh-1)E ~(gh-~) -1 
Therefore, 2aa = 2h% which proves the lemma. 
Since ,ta~ is independent of g, it can be denoted more simply by 2 ~. 
Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.1 show that for all g ~ SN, (1/2 ~) Ea~ is a 
primitive idempotent of R(S~). In the following (1/2 ~) Ea~ will be denoted 
by %". 
3. RELATIONSHIPS AMONG THE IDEMPOTENTS 
It is a simple fact that a is a primitive idempotent in R(SN), iff for every 
r e R(SN) 
where ~r ~ is a real number. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Given T ~ and g, h c Sx  such that g 5~ h, then ea"eh ~' is one 
of: (1) essentially a primit ive idempotent, (2) nilpotent, 4 or (3) nu//. 
PROOF: Let e" be the primitive idempotent constructible from the 
canonical tableaux, T ~. By Theorem 2.1 it follows that 
ea~ --  ge"g l and eh" -- he~h -I. 
By virtue of the observation which began this section, 
e~,eh ~= geag-lhe~h-1 -= ~_~nge~h -1. 
Therefore 
(ea,%,)2 = (~a_~h)2ge~h lge~h-I 
= (~ lh)2~h lage~h 1 
--~a_,h~t~ _,~(e~eh~'). 
I f  ~:a-~h 0 then (3) holds. I f  ~h-~a -- 0 then (2) holds. If  ~a_~h~h_,~ 7.- 0 
then ea~eh ~ is essentially idempotent. For any r r R(S~v) 
(eg~eh~)r(ea~eh~)-- (~r_lh)'2ge~h l rge,h- '  
= (~r -1 
~a-Xh~h-,r~(ea"eh~). 
Therefore, eo~eh ~is primitive. Thus, for ~g-lh~h-lg ~ O, (1) holds. 
LEMMA 3.2. Given T ~ and g, h e S~v such that g ?;& h, either Ha ~ n Vn ~ 
= {e} where e is the identity element o f  S,v or Hg ~ r~ Vh ~ contains a 
transposition. 
PROOF. Either Hoe ~ Vh . . . .  {e} or Ha ~ ~ Vh ~ contains some element 
s e S~.. Write s as a product of transpositions. Assume that (i, j) is one 
of the transpositions in the product. Then from the definitions of Ha" 
and Vh a it follows that (i, j)  c Hg ~ and (i, j)  c Vh". This completes the 
proof. 
LEMMA 3.3. Given T" and g, h ~ S x such that g ,~ h, i f  Ha ~ c~ Vh" 
contains a transposition, t, then 
An~S~ = O. 
* Nilpotent, here and throughout, will mean that the square of the nilpotent quan- 
tity vanishes. 
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PROOF. The proof  is omitted) 
COROLLARY. I f  Hg a 0 VhaTf: {e} and Hh ~ ~ Vg~ {e} then both 
er ~ and ekaeg a are null. 
PROOF. Ho~(~ Vh~z/z {e} implies that there exists a transposition, 
t 6 H~ ~ and t ~ Vh ~, by Lemma 3.2. Therefore, by Lemma 3.3 
eh~e~  : (1/2~)2Sh~Ah~Sg~Ag  
=0.  
That eg~eh a is also null follows from 
Hh ~ (~ Vg~:/: (e} 
in an identical manner. 
LEMMA 3.4. I f  Hg ~ (~ Vh~ {e} and Hh ~ ~ Vg ~ = {e}, then ea~eg a 
is null and eg~eh ~ is nilpotent. 
PROOF. That eh~eg ~ is null follows from the proof  to the corollary to 
Lemma 3.3, 
(ectaeha) 2 = e~t,~ehaegaeh a 
= e~(eh"eaa)eh a ~ O. 
Therefore, eo"eh ~ is nilpotent. 
LEMMA 3.5. I f  Hg ~ ~ Vh ~ {e}, then 
Th a = rT~ ~, 
where r = pq with p r 11o ~ and q ~ l/g ~. 
PROOF. The proof  is omitted. 5
LEMMA 3.6. I f  He ~ Vh ~= {e} and Hn a~ l,'g ~= {e}, then there 
exists l, k ff S N such that 
eoaeh ~= ~ et a and eh~eu~= • e~ a. 
s The proof is straightforward and can be found in any treatment of Young's 
method. Also, the proof to Lemma 3.3 is like that to lemma 4.1. 
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PROOF. By Lemma 3.5 
implies 
Hg ~ v ; ' :  {el 
T# ~ pqTf  , 
where p e Hf/' and q e I~ ~. However, by Theorem 2.1 
so that 
Again using Lemma 3.5 
implies 
T;- -  @ i~r 
hg I _  pq. 
HIY~ V~j ~ " {el 
where/~ c Hh ~ and q ~ Vh". However, Theorem 2.1 gives 
Tu ~' - -  gh 1Th~ ~ (hg-t)- lTh '~ 
so that 
(hg-1) 1 ~_ f i  <~. 
Theorem 2.1 also states that H~ ~ and V~ ~' are given by 
H~"- - (hg 1) - lHhr  .1) 
and 
Vff a : (hg 1) - l~ /ha(hg-1) .  
Therefore, 
p --- (hg-1)- l~(hg -1) 
and 
q-  (hg-1)-~4(hgq) 
for some/3 e Hh" and some 4 ~ Vh "- Thus, hg 1 ~ pq becomes 
which implies 
hg l (hg-1) l~ l (hg  1), 
hg -1 -- f i~.  
The two equations, (hg  --1) 1 __ fi (] and hg ~ -= i3 4, imply 
hg 1= q-,/5-1 and (hg-1) - i  ~ ~-1/~-1. 
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Moreover, since/5 and/3 are in Hh" and q and ~ are in VhL then 
pSh ~ = Sh ~ =/3Sh ~ 
and 
Ah"  q - -  eqAh 'z and Ah~cj = eqAh ~. 
Therefore 
and 
f ieh a _~ eh ct ~_ /3Ch a 
where the sign is given by 
Similarly, 
ehaeq a
Therefore, letting k = ph, 
eh"Cl = eqeh" and eh"~ = e0eh". 
Using eq = 8q 1 and Theorem 2.1 again, 
efeh~ = (hg -1) leh"(hg-1)eh~ 
__ q-1/3-,eh~q-lp-aeh~ 
~- leha8  ~ 
= eoeqq-u q 
a 
- eqeqeq- lh .  
Therefore, letting I = ~-lh, 
eVaeh a ~ ~ el a, 
eqeq.  
ea~(hg-1)- letf l (hg - l  ) 
eh~q-,/3-1ehaq-lf i  1 
scoeh~fi -~ 
eOe~fieh"fi -1
eqeqepuh.  
ehaea ~ -~ ek a, 
where the sign is given by eqe~. This completes the proof. 
Lemmas 3.6, 3.4, and the corollary to Lemma 3.3 require that, for 
eo~eh ~ to be nilpotent, it is necessary and sufficient hat Hg~n Vh ~ 
:/: {e} and Hh ~ (~ Vg ~ = {e}. This permits the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.7. lj'eo"eh ~' is nilpotent, then there exists et '~ and ek '~ with 13i:g 
and k :/- h such that 
el~zek" ~ eg"ehCq 
PROOF: The preceding remark  requires that 
Let s c Hu ~ ~ V# ~ w i th  s ~ e. There fore ,  
seg a -- eq a and ehC~S -1 --: gseh", 
which impl ies 
eqaeh~ ::: 6sseeaeh,lS- 1 
-- 6sSegas-lSeh~S -1 
=: e,e~ge~h . 
Le t l - -  sg and k : sh. Since s ~ e, then l ~- g and k @ h and 
elaek a - _ ~ e~laeh ", 
where  the sign is given by G .  
LEMMA 3.8. I f  e feh  ~ is nilpotent, then define P~,h and N~,h by ~' 
and 
P;,h {eflek ~ 
N~,h = {eflez." 
for l, k e S x i eflek ~ = + eg~eh ~*} 
for l, k ~ Sx  [ efle~. ~ - - efeh~}. 
I f  f (X )  denotes the number o f  elements & a set X, then 
r(P~,h) = v(N~,h). 
PROOF. Suppose eflek" ~ P~,h 9 By definit ion 
eflek a =- -+- e~aeh ". 
6 Strictly speaking, the sets described are meant to be those determined by 
P~n = {(l, k) r S~vXS~r 1 eeaek a = § egaen a} etc. 
With this in mind, it is convenient to write them as above. 
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Lemma 3.2 guarantees that Hg ~ ~ Vh ~ contains a transposition t since 
eo~eh ~is nilpotent. The proof  to Lemma 3.7 shows that 
tegaehat -1 ~ _ egaeha. 
However, from above it follows that 
tegaeh~t -1 = tel~ekat -1 
_- telat- l tek~t-1 
t l  ct 
= etletk. 
Therefore 
r ca 
ettetk = -- egaeh% 
which implies ettetk ~ ~ ~ Ng,h~ . Since tl = tl' and tk - -  tk'  iff l -= 1' and 
k = k', then conjugation by t as done above produces a one-to-one 
mapping of P~,h into N~,h. Therefore 
v(P~,k) <__ v(U~,h). 
Since the same argument may be used to map a 9 o Ng,h in to  Pg,h in a one-to- 
one way then 
~(N~,h) _< r(eLh), 
from which it is concluded that 
v(P~,h) -= v(N~,h). 
LEMMA 3.9. Def ine  Xg a and Yo~ by 
X~" = {et~ek ~ for l, k e S~ ] et~ek ~= + e~ ~} 
and 
Yg~ = {etaek ~ for l, k e Siv l eg~ek ~ =- -- eg~}. 
For any pai r  g, h ~ SN it fo l lows  that 
and 
PROOF: By Theorem 2.1 
~,(x~ o) = ~,(xh o) 
~,(Y~o) = ~(Yho). 
eg ~ = SehaS -1, 
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where s := gh L Suppose e#ez. '~ c Xh ~. By definition 
e[~ek '~ : eh 't. 
Therefore 
se[~Zet, ftS- 1 seff~S 1 
o r  
t,9,~ : set,ZS 1set, aS 1 
Therefore, conjugation by s produces a one-to-one mapping of X#' 
into Xv", which implies 
~'(Xh ~) ~ v(Xd). 
Xv '~ is mapped into X~, '~ by conjugation with s : hg ~ giving 
,,(Xg) < ~(~9,"), 
from which it follows that 
~,(xr -~ v(Xh"). 
In an entirely similar way it is shown also that 
v(Yg(') ~-- v( Yh% 
THEOREIVI 3. I. a s = ~o~s~ ee ~' is essentially idempotent amt generates 
the simple two-sided ideal spanned by the N! eg"'s. 
PROOF. The second half of the theorem follows directly from Theorem 
2.3 provided the first half is true. 
Consider 
(a'9 2 Z Z er 
~Sv h~Sv 
According to Lemmas 3.6, 3.4, and the corollary to Lemma 3.3, three 
kind of terms appear in the above sum. The null terms make no contribu- 
tion to the sum. For fixed r, s 9 Sx ,  Lemma 3.8 guarantees that the sum 
of all nilpotent erms equal to ~ e#e.~  is zero. Therefore, the sum of all 
nilpotent erms in (a") 2 is zero. This leaves only idempotent terms. There- 
fore, (a(') 2 may be written as 
(a,~)" ~= >.~ coqaeg '~
cj~S 2,- 
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where the oJf 's  are positive or negative integers. By Lemma 3.9 oJf  is 
seen to be given explicitly by 
e ) f  =- v (Y f )  --  v (Y f ) .  
However, Lemma 3.9 showed that this expression is independent of the 
subscript g. Therefore, for any pair g, h c SN 
(JOg a ~ (,Oh a ~ 09 a. 
This gives 
(a") ~=(o" ~ e f  a~=a a,
which proves that a" is essentially idempotent.  
LEMMA 3.10. ~o ~ :/- O. 
PROOF: r ~ ~ OJg a = v(Xo ~) --  v(Yo' 0 for any g e S~v. We shall show 
that X f  is always larger than Yr .  It was shown by Lemma 3.6 that if 
eflek ~ = 2eg a where 2 = ~ 1 then ez/~efl = 2eh a for some h. Note that 
2 is either + 1 in both cases or --  1 in both cases. F rom ~ r ~ = ~er~ it 
follows that eflekUet== ~ffef l  and ek=eflek"= ~tke~: '~. From above, 
~ Z~.e ~ ~kle laek  a ~ 1; g 
ef  = (2e l )  (aez '~) = et~ek~*el~el. ~ = ~l%l('et: ~ ~tk2ef  " 
Therefore, ~ff2 = 1 = ~tk2, ~ff = )t = ~k, efle aez~ = 2el~, and ek~et~ek ~ 
= 2ek =. Note again that 2 = • 1, but that, once 2 is determined by 
ezae~ == 2%% it is fixed for all other relations derived. Taking products 
of eg a and eh ~ gives 
eq~eh ~ = (2ez ~) (2eh ~) = etaek~e~.uefl = et~e~."efl = 2eft  
and by a similar argument ehaega = 2ek ". In summary,  elaek" = 2e l  
implies: 
e kUe l a _ -  ,~,e h ~ 
egaeh a ~_ ~e l  a 
ehaeg a ~ ,J.ek a 
,~eo a ~ e laek  a : ~ .e laehaer  a ~_ e laekUe laega  ~ ~e laeg  '~, 
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Therefore, efleg . . . .  eg ~. Similarly, eqez." = eq". The power of this result 
is that for 
l g k, 
t -  gv~k, 
l:/= g = k, 
etaek  a =- e f taek  ~ = I ~'ft" 
e laek  a e laer  a - -  ~, eg  ~ 
efler ~ =- + e f  and eo~176 -5 e~" {eo~ek ~ -= q e l}.  
This list shows that for et~e~ 6 Yg" it is necessary that l ~ g 4:  k in 
order to give et~e~.~ -eg  ~. But, even if this is the case, associated 
with eflek ~ are two members of Xf ,  namely, el~eq ~ = -=- e~ ~ and eq~e~.  
+ %". Therefore, with each distinct member of  Yg~ we can associate 
two distinct members of  X f .  That X f  is not empty follows from the 
l = g = k case. Therefore, Xg ~ is always larger than Yr. 
The idempotent (1/co ~) a ~ will be denoted by P~. 
The results found in the remaining part of  this section will refer to 
idempotents generated by two distinct cycle structures a and ft. These 
results make use of a linear order defined on the set of cycle structures 
in the following way. Let 
where ),1 a ~ )~2 a ~ . . .  ~ )~pu and  let 
fl = (2 / , ) .~  . . . . .  ;tf l) 
where 2ta ~ 22 ~ . . .  ~ 2f .  I f  2i ~ - 2; ~ 0 for all i and p = q then 
a ~ ft. If the first non-zero difference 2d -- 2fl for i = 1, 2 .... is negative 
then a 9 ft. 
LEMMA 3.11. I f  a @ fl then 
eg~eh ~ ~ 0 
for  all g, h ~ S N.  
PROOF: The proof is omitted. ~ 
COROLLARY. I f  a ~ fl then eh~eo ~is nilpotent for  all g, h ~ S x . 
PROOF: (eh~eg~) 2 = eh~(eoaeh~)ef ~ 0 
by Lemma 3.11. 
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Young showed that for a @ 13 there exists a transposition 
t e Hha ~ Vg ~. 
It is this fact that is responsible for Lemma 3.11 and its corollary. 
Moreover, it permits generalization of Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 to the case 
of two cycle structures. The proofs to the generalizations are almost 
identical with those to Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 Therefore, it follows that 
LEMMA 3.12. I f  Ct @ fl there exists l, k ~ S u such that 
ekflel a ~_ ~ eh~eoa 
for each pair g, h ~ SN. 
PROOF: The proof follows directly from that to Lemma 3.7. 
LEMMA 3.13. I f  a @ fl define P~ and N~ by 
P~ = {ekae{ ~ for l, k ~ S~v l e~et'~ = + ehaeg ~'} 
and 
then 
N~ = {eeaer for 1, k e SNI ekaez" = -- ehae~"}, 
= 
PROOF: Because a transposition t ~ Hh ~ n Vg" exists, the proof to 
Lemma 3.8 carries over to this lemma with no essential changes. 
Lemmas 3.12 and 3.13 permit the following important theorem which 
along with Theorem 3.1 forms the foundation to this entire theory. 
THEOREM 3.2. I f  a @ fl, then 
P~Pz=O and PaP~=O. 
PROOF: By Lemma 3.10. 
Z eg ~ Z eh ~= Z Z eq~e,, ~ 
q=-S~, heS2r r h~S~v 
== 0. 
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Therefore, P"P,; 0. Going the other way 
The right-hand side of the above expression contains only nilpotent 
terms according to the corollary to Lemma 3.11. However, Lemma 3.13 
shows that they all must add up to zero. The proof of this remark mir- 
rors that used in the proof to Theorem 3.l to eliminate the nilpotent 
terms. Therefore, PaP~ :: 0 also. This completes the proof. 
There are as many P~'s as there are conjugate classes in Sx 9 Theorems 
3.1 and 3.2 show that the P"'s are mutually orthogonal idempotents 
of simple two-sided ideals in R(Sx). The P~'s generate the irreducible 
inequivalent characters of S x . 
4. MORE RELATIONSHIPS 
In the following, the discussion will be restricted to arbitrary but fixed 
cycle structure, a. Presently, P~ is given by 
1 1 
p, ,=__a  a___  ~] e~ ~. 
The definition of e,~" was 
1 
er 26 S!7"Ar ~. 
LEMMA 4.1. For g ~ h either 
Sr ~ -~ 0 
or there exists I r S~v such that 
SI,,AI ~ ~ Sr a. 
PROOF: Either Ho a ~ Vh~ {e} or H~ ~ n Vh ~ = {e}. If H0~ c~ Vh ~ 
{e} then Lemma 3.2 guarantees the existence of a transposition 
t e Hh ~ ~ Vt~ . Therefore 
S~t== S~ ~ and tab ~= - -A l l  ~, 
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from which it follows that 
Sg~Ah . = S~tAh ~ 
= -- S f&~ -- O. 
If Hy ~ n Vh ~ = {e}, then Lemma 3.5 guarantees that 
Th ~ - -pqTg% 
where p c Hg ~ and q E Vg =. However, 
pq __ pqp- lp.  
Let ~ = pqp-1. Therefore, 
v ;  : qp g. 
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Young showed that under these circumstances ~TE Vh ~. Therefore, 
q-lTh~ = pTf ,  
where 4 -1 c Vh ~ and p E Hg ~. Denote q-lTh~(-, pTg ~) by Tz ". 
Therefore, by Theorem 2,1 
V?= Vh o 
This implies 
which gives 
and Hfl =Hr .  
At ~ = Ah" and St ~ = S f ,  
S f lA  fl = So"Ah ~. 
LEMMA 4.2. Define Mf  by 
Mr= {SflAz. ~ 
For any pair g, h ~ S x 
PROOF: By Theorem 2.1 
for I, k ~ S~. [ Sf lAk ~ = So~Av" }. 
 (Mg) - -  
e~, a = sehas  -1, 
where s = gh -1. Therefore, 
So~A~ o = s&~Ahos-1. 
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Suppose that Sz~Ak"~ Mt,". Therefore, 
St"Ah. ~' Sh~At~" 
from which it follows that 
SSh~AhaS ~ =: sSl~Ai/~s -1
_ sS I~S- ISAkaS -1 
~' ShA~.z.. 
Therefore, 
S~lA~k --So~,Av . 
which implies S~tA~ ~ M~ ~'. However, since conjugation by s produces a 
one-to-one mapping of M~# into My ~, then 
V(Mh ~) < v(M~"). 
The inverse inequality is obtained similarly, giving 
V(Mh ") ~ ~'(M~a), 
from which the conclusion of the lemrna follows 
v(Mg") ~'(Mh~'). 
THEOREM 4.1. (~g~SN Su") (~heSN Ah" ) ~/" ~g~S N Su"A, ~, where ~y~ 
is some real number. 
PROOF: (Z~S~ r S~ ~) (Zh~Sx Ah") Z~Sx Z~SN S~'AI( ~. Each term 
of the right hand sum is either zero or equal to SteAl ~ for some l ~ S x 
according to Lemma 4.l. Therefore, 
( E S~.") ( X A# ~) : E ~i,~'Su"A~/', 
(J~S W h~S N geS N 
where the %"'s are integers. From Lemma 4.2 it is seen that %~ is expli- 
citly given by v(Mo" ). Since v(Mo" ) is independent of g, then 
for all g ~ S v where ~" is some integer. Therefore, 
(Z  Su") (E  A~,~) :- ~1 ~ Z Sg"Ag ~'. 
ge~'; N heSS. o~Szr 
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Theorem 4.1 permits rewriting P~ as 
P~' = (rt%'"2~)-1( Z So") ( Z A,,"). 
g~S~g h~S N 
S~ ~ was defined in Section 2 by 
Sg ~= Es .  
se f t% 
Since Hu ~ is determined by a tableaux constructible from a frame asso- 
ciated with the cycle structure a, then the cycle structure of any element 
of Hg ~ is either a or a refinement of a. The partial order, < ,  on the set of 
cycle structures i defined by:/3 < a iff/3 is a refinement of a. Therefore, 
for any s ~ H~ ~, the cycle structure of s, /3, satisfies/3 ~ a. 
Given a conjugate class of S N , C~, with/3 < a, only some of the ele- 
ments of C~ are necessarily contained in a given Ho ~ for g c S N . Other 
elements of C~ may be found in other Hh~'s with h ~ S~-. H ~ is defined 
to be the set obtained by taking together all the elements of each H~ ~ 
for g 6 S~v with the proviso that, if an element s ~ SN is contained in m 
of the H~'s, then it is contained in H ~ m times. Therefore 
Z S~~ Zs -  Zs.  
ffcS N ties N s~lla9 s~H a 
Let m~ ~ denote the number of times the element g ~ C~ for /3 < a is 
contained in H ~. 
LEMMA 4.3. For g, h ~ C;~ with g ,J= h 
ml ~ = 
PROOF: g is contained in m~ ~ different H="'s for s e SA,. Denote the 
H=a's which contain g by 
a~l  , n~ H ~ 9 . . ,  8~0 
where p ~ m~ ~. Since g, h 6 C~, there exists s ~ SN such that 
h = sgs  -1. 
Therefore, by conjugation, g ~ H a for i =-1 2, . . . ,p  = m~ ~ implies 
$i  
sgs  -1  -=  h ~ sH~is-1 -- H ~ $8 i
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from which it can be concluded that 
A similar argument in reverse order gives 
m~ ~ ~ m~L 
from which the lemma follows: 
m~ ~ ~ ,n~". 
From Lemma 4.3 it is seen that H ~ contains the entire conjugate class 
C~ for fl < a m/J" times. Theorem 2.1 can be used to show that the num- 
ber of elements of C~ for fl < a in Hu ~ is independent of g. This number 
is denoted by N(a, fl). (The number of elements in C~ is denoted by m~3. ) 
H a is comprised of elements from N! Hf ' s .  Therefore, 
m~ ~ N!N(a ,  fl) 
mj 
Define V ~ as the set obtained by taking together all the elements of 
each Vf  for g e SN with the proviso that if an element s ~ S x is con- 
tained in r~ of the Vf's, then it is contained in V" r~ times. Therefore, 
E AS'= E E c~s ~E ~'~s. 
Let r~" denote the number of times the element g e C~ for fl ~ 5 is 
contained in V ~. Lemma 4.3 trivially generalizes to this case also and gives 
for g, h e C~ with g @ h. Therefore, V ~ contains the entire conjugate 
class C~ for fl < g r~ ~a times. Theorem 2.1 also implies that the number 
of elements of Cr for fl < ~ in Va a is independent of g. This number is 
denoted by N(~, fl). Since there are N! Vf 's these remarks guarantee 
LEMMA 4.4. 
m~,, __ N!N(5 ,  fl) 
m~ 
N~ 
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and 
N! 
E Ao '~ -- Y~ N(5, fl')e/3,Cy, 
~S x i3'z_~ m~ 
where C~ denotes the ring element obtained from the conjugate class C~ 
by adding all its elements together and e~, is plus one if fl' is even and minus 
one if fl' is odd. 
PROOF: The remarks of the preceding paragraphs give 
S', So"= E s = E m;~Ci~ 
ft~ S ~v se l l  ~ 13 ~ a 
N~ 
-~ Z N(a, fl)C~ 
e l la  
and 
Z Ag"= E s.s-- Z ffz~'~e~,Ct3 , 
g~S N s~V ~ [3' ~6. 
N~ 
= Y, - -  N(a, fl')ea,Ca,. 
Define S ~' and A a by 
S '~= Y~ Sg ~' and A ` ~= ~ Au". 
~S' N ceS~v 
Therefore, P" has been shown to equal 
p~ = 07~co~2~)-1S~A~. 
THEOREM 4.2. P~'S ~ : 0 if a' 9 a. 
PROOF. P~' = 07a'co~'2-')-lSa'A ~ . Therefore, Pa'S ~ = (~'co"'2a') -x S "' 
(~o~s~ S~') (Y~h~s~ S~). In the discussion following Lemma 3. 11 it was 
shown that for a' (D a there exists a transposition t ~ Hh ~ n V~' for 
each pair of g and h. Therefore, a, ~ = A  Sh 0 for all g and h. Therefore, 
P~'S ~ : O. 
5. THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM 
Frobenius defined the compound characters of the symmetric groups by 
N! N(a, (r) 
q)~(C)-  h. m~ 
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a and ~ both label cycle structures and conjugate classes since the two 
are isomorphic for the symmetric groups. 7 N! is the order of the sym- 
metric group S~-. C~ is the conjugate class associated with cycle structure 
a. q)a(Co) means the a-th compound character evaluated on any element 
o fC~.Wr i teaasa  = ().~,,!2 .... 20 where ) ,1~2, ,> . . .  >2~.Then 
ho = 2~! 22! . - .  2z!. m, is the number of elements of S.v contained in 
the conjugate class C~. Given a 0,~ .... ,21) where ).~ > . . .  ~ )q, 
consider G(,~) Sq • Sx. • .." • Sa where &~ is the symmetric group 
on 2i elements9 N(a, cr) counts how many elements of conjugate class 
Co c S.v are contained in G(~). A necessary and sufficient condition 
for N(~, G) .... 0 is that the cycle structure (r is a refinement of the cycle 
structure a. The cycle structure cr can also be written as cr -_ (l~,, l'~% 
l k ) where ll > 12 -" . . . .  >- I z. and the m/s are the multiplicities of 
the li's. Writing ~r in this way and writing a as c, (2~, 22 .... ,2l) 
permits writing the explicit formula for N(a, ~) as 
N(., ~) E I1 
)nil i [ I  I f  plii Dlij! 
J 
where Y~ mj i -  mj and Y~J mjilj -- 2i .s With all these definitions and 
formulae the compound characters 
N! N(a, a) 
~-(co) 
may be computed readily. 
Since the ~(Co) ' s  are compound characters they may be written as 
an expansion in terms of the irreducible characters 
q9,1(C~,) =__ • a~,Z"'(Co), 
ct t 
where X~'(C0) denotes the a'-th irreducible character evaluated on class 
C~ and where the sum is taken over all cycle structures a'. The aa,'s are 
integers. The orthogonality relations for the irreducible characters give 
l a'g, ~(. ~ m, q>(C~)Z"'(C,). 
7 These defining remarks for q)~(C~) may be found in [ll and [2]. 
s The a's and fl's over w and IF[ symbols indicate the cycle structures to which the 
arguments of Y~ and l ]  refer. 
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Using the definition of q}~(C~) the above expression becomes 
1 
= ~ ~)z (c~). <, z N(., o' 
On the set of cycle structures of S N a linear order and a partial order 
were defined in Sections III and IV. Using these definitions we have the 
following fundamental theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Ea<a N(a, aJz~'(Co) = 0 if a' (~ a. 
PROOF: Consider the group ring R(Ss) generated by SN. Define the 
ring element C~ by 
Q,=Eg 
gEC~ 
where the sum is taken over all elements of conjugate class Cr It is 
well known [3] that 
1 
;1 
where P~ is the idempotent of R(SN) which generates the simple two- 
sided ideal of R(SN), which corresponds with the a-th irreducible re- 
presentation of $5.. The formula may be inverted to give 
1 
c , -  Z z-ag f 
In Section IV the quantity 
N~ 
S ~= • - -N(a ,  fl)C~ 
is shown to satisfy 
P~'S ~ = 0 if a' 9 a. 
Using the inversion formula above, S ~ may be written as 
N! 
S~* = Z • - -  N(a, fl)zo(Ca)P ~ 
~_~ z~(e) 
The idempotents, P~, satisfy P~P~' == P"6o,a,, where 6,,,, is the Kro- 
necker delta. Therefore, 
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,v 
N~ 
S N(a, fi)Z~ '~ 
N~ 
S N(a, fl)z"'(Q;)P"'. 
Z~'(e) :~,, 
However, for a' @ a, P~"S'~= 0 implies that 
Y, N(a, fi)z~"(QO :: 0 if a' @ a. 
Since N(a, a ) -  0 unless a < a then the expression 
l 
a~, - h~ ~ N(a, a)Z"'(C~) 
can be rewritten as 
l 
a~, -- h~ ~ N(a, a)Z~"(Co). 
rY~z  
The fundamental theorem shows that 
a~, -- 0 if a' @ a. 
If  there are k conjugate classes, number them with the first k natural 
numbers uch that if fl 9 a then j~ < jo where j~ and j ,  are the natural 
numbers used to number the classes. This can be done uniquely since 
@ is a linear order on a finite set. The fundamental theorem gives 
~k z akkx k 
at:-l~ k-1 
dpl a~)z ~' ~- a~. 1Z ~'-1 + . . . . . .  azlz 'z -5 allz ~. 
At each successive stage one more irreducible character is introduced. 
The terms a;~ can be shown to be non-zero so that each stage does 
indeed introduce another irreducible character. 
THEOREM 5.2. a j  #: 0 for all j. 
PROOF: If  ajJ = 0 then PJS i = 0 must follow. However, since pip3 = pJ 
and P; -= (rlJoJ2J)-ISJA j, then psp~ -- (~;o#2s)-Ip~S;AL Therefore, PsSJ 
cannot equal zero. Therefore, a; j ~ O. 
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6. How TO CALCULATE THE IRREDUCIBLE CHARACTERS 
The triangular dependence shown above coupled with the orthogona- 
lity relations of the irreducible characters permits a trivial inversion 
process. The process is one of stage-by-stage elimination involving only 
addition and multiplication of numbers. 
Notice that a~ z is given by 
1 
a J - -  N! ~ m~ ~I(C~)zJ(Co). 
a 
Therefore, 
1 
N~-~. Z m~r = (at:k) 2 
cr 
from which ak k is determined. Zk is then given by (1/a~.~)q ~k. Since Zk 
is known 
1 
ak-1 - -  N!  ~a m(7(TDk-I(C,~)zk(C,J) 
can be computed. This gives Z ~'-1 by 
k- l f l ,  
The coefficient a~.z} is computed in the same way as ak k. In general Z h', 
Z ~-1 .... and Z k-1 will have been determined and they will give a~:-~ "-1 
by 
1 ak-J-1 _ e-~ N! N mflbk-J-l(C~)zk-i(C,,) 
o 
for i = 0, 1, 2, ..., j. From these coefficients Z k-j-1 is given by 
i 
a~-i-l~k-j-l~-3-1,~ ~ ~k- j -1  --  ~a ak-j-lk-1 Z k-l ;  
i=o 
a~___~ is determined in the same way as ae k. 
Since this inversion process is automatic the problem of obtaining 
the X k is only as difficult as writing down the ~ 's ,  which is not difficult. 
7. PROBLEM 
A further understanding of the significance of the Frobenius compound 
character formula would be gained if one understood the meaning of 
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the a;~, in some more basic manner. In particular, some purely combina- 
torial mechanism may be operative in determining the values of the a~,. 
This is strongly suggested by the values one obtains for S1, $2, S:~, S~, 
and S~. For S~ which has 7 conjugate classes the a~, table is: 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
l 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
1 2 t 1 0 0 0 
1 2 2 1 1 0 0 
1 3 3 3 2 1 0 
I 4 5 6 5 4 1 
Note that the first five rows are precisely the first five rows of the parti- 
tion number table. The last row is easily intepreted as the dimensiona- 
lities of the irreducible representations of S~. An interpretation for the 
sixth row is presently lacking. What can be said of the ag, table for S x 
in general? 
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